Government of Odisha
Sports & Youth Services Department
C-1, Nayapalli, Bhubaneswar-75101

---

OFFICE ORDER

Bhubaneswar Dated the 29.1.2014

No. VIII-SYS-(S.H)-38/13 / SYS., It has come to the notice of Government that some of the eminent inmates of Sports Hostel/ Centre of Excellence are being invited as Chief Guest and Guest of Honour for Opening & Closing Ceremony of different Tournaments as well as for the purpose of felicitation conducted by various Institutions. The concerned In-charges of Sports Hostels/ Centre of Excellence and organizing institutions are often referring the matter to the Sports and Youth Services Department for according necessary permission. As the process is time consuming, power is hereby delegated to the respective In-charges of the Sports Hostel/ Centre of Excellence to allow such inmates for the purpose keeping in view the following guidelines.

1. T.A. / D.A. of the invitee along with accompanying escort, if any, shall be borne by the organization.
2. In case of minor (below 18 years) and girls inmates, one of the coach shall accompany as Escort.
3. The in-charge of Sports Hostel / Centre of Excellence should ensure limited permission so that the coaching as well as academic classes of those inmates should not be affected due to their frequent visit.

Sd/-Saswat Mishra
Commissioner-cum-Secretary


Copy forwarded to All In-charge of Sports Hostel/ Centre of Excellence for information and necessary guidance. They are requested to display this office order in their Hostel Notice Board for information of all concerned.

Asst. Director, Sports